CARE AND STORAGE OF DURA-PAD™ ON-DECK CIRCLES

- After receiving your shipment of Dura-Pads™, unroll them from shipping tube and allow pads to sit until flat, do not force flat.

- Do not roll/unroll pads in freezing temperatures.

- Always carry pads. Do not drag by one edge.

- Always store pads flat.

- Do not fold pads.

- Always install pads on a firm surface. Do not install on a soft, mushy base as this will not provide sufficient resistance to pressure from cleats and can cause premature wear.

- If installed permanently by glueing to concrete or macadam, pads require a protective covering when not in use.

- Pads are artwork. While scuff resistant, do no allow players to grind spikes into surface, or they will tear through.

- We recommend ordering early and storing flat at least one month before use, as Dura-Pads™ become harder and more scuff resistant the longer they age.

- Clean by mild scrubbing with soap & water; do not use solvents such as paint thinners.